Initial/Monogram Instruction Sheet
Would you like to make sparkling letters, numbers, monograms and more with CakePlay isomalt? It’s
easy, and the results are beautiful. Follow these steps to
decorate your next cake with the clear or colored shapes
of your choice:
1. Trace the letters in the type style and size you
want onto a silicone stencil mat, or free-hand
any shape onto the mat with a Magic Marker .
2. Following the cutting tips on the package back,
carefully cut out your designs using an X-Acto
knife.
3. Place your cut stencil mat on top of non-stick foil, parchment paper
or a vinyl mat. For a perfectly smooth finish, place the non-stick foil
or parchment paper on top of a vinyl mat. If using foil or parchment
paper without a vinyl mat, be sure to protect your surface with a
Silpat . However, please note that a Silpat base will give your finished
piece a slightly textured look.
4. When using initials with small interior parts, such as a capital letter “A”, adhere the inside part
of the letter to your non-stick surface with a little vegetable shortening. You can also choose a
font with an open, continuous design to avoid this preparation step.
5. Follow the instructions on the isomalt nib package back to melt and pour the CakePlay isomalt in
your chosen color into your cut stencil mat. While still liquid, you can use a crème brulee torch
to create an ultra-smooth surface and shine. A final sweep of your torch will also remove any
small surface bubbles that occur during pouring.
6. Attach your finished pieces directly to your fondant cake with a little clear, melted CakePlay
isomalt. This technique also works well for adhering your isomalt pieces to a plaque.
Making unique letters, shapes, team mascot silhouettes, corporate logos and more from CakePlay’s
silicone stencil mat is a fun, simple way to embellish any cake top!
Have you played with CakePlay today?
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